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1. In this note we describe a direct method of constructing
multi-soliton solutions of the nonlinear equations solvable by the in-
verse scattering method. In particular we consider the Zakharov-
Shabat equations, the sine-Gordon equation and the equation of motion
of the Toda Lattice.

2. Construction of simultaneous solutions. The above equa-
tions are expressed as the commutativity of two linear operators.

i) The Zakharov-Shabat equations [8]" they are a class of non-
linear differential equations or unctions u(x,y,t), O_]_n--2,
v(x, y, t), O_k_m--2 expressed as

[L--3/y,M--/t]=O
where L=.=0uD,M=:o vD, D=3/3x and u, u_, v, v_ are
constants. This class includes the Korteweg-de Vries equation, the
Boussinesq equation, the two-dimensional Korteweg-de Vries equation
as special cases.

ii) The sine-Gordon equation [1], [7]

u+ sin u=0"
this equation is expressed as

[L, M]--0
where

L=/a--2-1i(O1 10)--2-1iu (10

iii)

or

_1),
o ex,

\exp (-- iu) 0
The equation of motion of the Toda Lattice [6], [2], [4]

aQn/at=Pn,
Pn/t--exp (Q_l-Qn)-exp (Qn-Q+), n e Z,

b=--2-1P

Oa,/3t=2a(b+--b),
3b/3t--2a,(a--a_)

where

a=4- exp ((Q,_-Q)/4},
this equation is expressed as
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[L,M--3/3t]=O
by linear operators

(Lu)(n) =u(n+ 1) + bu(n) +a_u(n-- 1),
(Mu)(n) =u(n+ 1) + bu(n)--a_u(n-- 1)

acting on the space of sequences u= {u(n)}.
Let N be any positive integer, a,...,a, fl,..., be mutually

distinct complex numbers and c, ..., c be any complex numbers.
We consider the unctions o the ollowing orms

N-1(a. 1) (x, y, t, )=(+.--0 (x, y, t)) exp (x +P()y + Q()t)
where 2 e C and P(2)=_-0 P, Q(2)=0q are any polynomials
with constant coefficients,

N-1(a.2) (, , 2)=(2+ ,.=0 Cn(, 1)2) exp (2+ 2-), n= 1, 2,
N-1(a.3) (t, 2)= 2n(2 +=0 (t)2) exp (t(2---1)), n e Z.

For these unctions we impose the 2ollowing conditions
(b.1) q(x, y, t,a)=c(x, y, t, ), I<_]<_N,
(b.2) g(, ], oQ)--(-- 1)n-lcjqn(, z], ), with /9= --, I_<]_<N,

n--l, 2, --- 1 <]<N, n e Z.(b.3) (t, )--c(t, fl), with fl-
Proposition 1. By requirements (b.1) (resp. (b.2), (b.3)), the

function (x, y, t, ) (resp. P($, , ), (t, )) is uniquely determined.
For the Toda Lattice, for example, relations (b.3) are equivalent

to the following system of linear equations for unknowns end(t), 0__<]
__<N--l"

__- (v)+ " e oQ C o-f n +

--/e(a) + c7(/)e(--), ]-- 1, ..., N,
where e(2)--exp (t(2--2-1)). We can show that the coefficient matrix
of this system is nonsingular, hence functions (t) are uniquely
determined.

By similar arguments we can show
Proposition 2. (c.1) The function (x, y, t, 2) satisfies the equa-

tions
,=o u(x, y, t)D=3/3y,

?=0 vs(x, Y, t)DS=/t
with coefficients us, vs uniquely determined from Cs, Ps, qs, in particu-
lar u=p, Un_,--P_,, vm--qm, Vm-1-’qm-1.

(c.2) The vector-valued function q(, 7, a)=t(l(, 7, a), ,.(, /, ))
satisfies the equations

Lq O Mq O
With coefficient u=--i log (,0/,0).

(c.3) The sequence of functions (t, 2)--{.(t, 2)} satisfies
L=(+-),
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with coefficients a=/,o/,o, b=,_--.+,_.
Thus we have
Theorem. The functions uj(x, y, t), vj(x, y, t) (resp. u(, ), a(t),

b(t)) constructed above are the solution of the equation i)(resp, ii),
)).

Remark 1. In i), replacing scalar-valued functions u, v by
matrix-valued unctions, we obtain matrix-Zakharov-Shabat equa-
tions., in which we regard v, v as non-singular constant diagonal
matrices and u_, v_ as unctions o (x, y, t). The construction of
(x, y, t, 2) is similar to the scalar case. Details will appear else-
where.

Remark 2. Our construction for the Zakharov-Shabat equations
corresponds to the algebro-geometric consruction of Kricheber [3] and
Manin [5]. However they do not give explicit expressions of the solu-
tion.. xpressions of solutions. We can show that our solutions
are the same with multi-soliton solutions obtained by the inverse
scattering method.

We show this or the Toda Lattice. By Cramr’s ormula, func-
tions ,0 and ,_ are expressed as

Cn,0=(-- 1) det (f(n+), ", f(n+))/det (f(n), ", f(n+-)),
,_---- --det (f(), f(n+-),f(n+))/det (f(),

where
f() t(ae(a) ca e(-a), ..., ae(a) cae(--a)).

By direct calculations., we have
det (f(n), f(n+-))

)) >( )exp =x t(--

( c7 g(l)

where g(2)--= (2--a), O=dg/d2.
Using this expression, we can show that the solution o iii) which

we have constructed is the same with that constructed by the inverse
scattering method [2], [4].

Details and further extensions will appear elsewhere.
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